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Jessica Wexler is a Graduate of Kansas State University with a Bachelor of Arts Degree 
in Political Science, two secondary majors in International Studies and American Ethnic 
Studies and was a member of the Kansas College Democrats. She has been an organizer 
for Senator McCaskill, Senator Edwards and President Obama. She has worked with 
voter registration for ACORN and Rock The Vote organizations, and managed the 
Kansas City area for Planet Aid that funds projects for developing countries. 

Jessica is a Democrat and spoke at the Mid-America FairTax rally recently. She is a 
strong supporter of the FairTax. She has volunteered with the Kansas City FairTax Group 
for the past year and wrote an organizing manual to be used by FairTax supporters across 
the country. Her top three reasons for supporting the FairTax are it will increase jobs, 
widen our tax base, and give people control over the money they earn. She encourages 
fellow Democrats to support the FairTax by saying, “it simplifies our tax system, boosts 
our economy, and is far more progressive than our current tax system.” She specifically 
says that for low-income households, it will, “create jobs, bring back an estimated 13 
trillion dollars from offshore accounts and finally give us a greater opportunity to move 
up the economic ladder.” 

Additionally, Jessica says that “most democrats don't realize they have a vested interest 
in the FairTax, simply because they are unaware of the facts and have been convinced 
that the FairTax is a Republican issue. We must show them that the FairTax is an 
American Issue.” 

Jessica lives in Kansas City, Missouri and grew up in the metro area where she lives 
today. She is the youngest of three siblings, is single and has six nieces and nephews. 

Speech, Mid-America FairTax Rally YouTube Video, links, 
Part 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fRGGHbQz9o  
Part 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYbOMdDaY2A&feature=related  
Hard Copy Link: http://www.fairtax.org/site/Clubs?club_id=1150&pg=docs  


